Eight Colorful Spring Annuals
for Container Gardening

Annuals for Spring Containers
☐

Pot Marigolds (Calendula officinalis) look a bit like traditional marigolds with their
single and double daisies of orange or gold, but unlike classic marigolds, they like cool
weather.

☐

Twinspur (Diascia hybrids), this easy annual enjoys cool, spring weather and becomes
covered with colorful spurred flowers. The blooms attract bees and hummingbirds and
come in shades of pink, apricot, salmon, and rose.

☐

Twinspur My Darling Berry is particularly high performing twinspur with berry-pink
blooms.

☐

Twinspur ‘Apricot Queen’ has a more trailing habit and soft, apricot-pink blooms.

☐

Trailing lobelia (Lobelia erinus) is a classic, heavy flowering annual that thrives in
cooler temperatures. The blooms are small and numerous and come in various shades
of violet-blue, purple, rose, and white.

☐

Trailing lobelia Laguna® Dark Blue is very high performing and has the deepest blueflowers.

☐

Nemesias (Nemesia hybrids) are fragrant, big bloomers with low, somewhat trailing
habits. They come in a riot of brilliant colors, such as bright orange, pink, red, yellow,
and white, that really light up containers.

☐

Nemesia Sunsatia® series can tough it out through summer, if protected from the hot
afternoon sun and planted in a well-drained mix and given plenty of water. The orange
and red Sunsatia® Blood Orange is a real standout as is the award-winning Sunsatia®
Aromance™ Pink, which has delicately colored blooms of mauve-pink, white, and
yellow.

☐

African daisy hybrids (Osteospermum hybrids) bear daisy flowers in shades of white,
purple, pink, rose, and yellow. The bushy plants bloom continuously in mild weather.

☐

African daisy Lemon Symphony reaches one foot and has large daisies that are lemon
yellow with a ring of purple around the eye.

☐

African daisy Bright Lights™ Berry Rose reaches one foot and has large daisies of the
brightest pink.

☐

Sweet alyssum (Lobularia maritima) thrives in both cool weather and hot. It becomes
covered with clusters of tiny, four-petaled flowers of white, purple, or pink that just
keep going.

☐

Sweet alyssum Easter Bonnet series, these are extra low-growing sweet alyssums,
which may have purple, pink, or white flowers.

☐

Stocks (Matthiola incana) are made for spring. The powerfully sweet fragrance of their
pink, red, purple, white, or yellow flowers make them perfect for door-side pots.

☐

Pansies and violas (Viola hybrids) are everyone's favorite spring annuals for
containers and garden edges. They are very tolerant of frosts and bloom endlessly in
cool weather with their funny whiskered, flat-faced flowers.

☐

Viola Sorbet series produce loads and loads of smaller flowers in many pastel colors
that really produce up until early summer.

☐

Pansy Delta series has large-flowered, vigorous pansies in all colors.

Fafard® Potting Soils and Amendments
☐

Fafard® Ultra Container Mix with Extended Feed,

